Juvenile Fiction

**Snowboard Champ** by Matt Christopher JF CHR

**The Snow Jewel** by Paula Harrison JF HAR

**It’s Snow Joke!** By Nancy Krulik JF KRU

**The Adventures of a South Pole Pig: A Novel of Snow and Courage**
by Christopher Kurtz JF KUR

**Snow Treasure** by Marie McSwigan JF MCS

**The Snow Day from the Black Lagoon** by Mike Thaler JF THA

**Snowbound Mystery** by Gertrude Chandler Warner JF WAR

Juvenile Non-Fiction

**The Snow Queen** by H. C. Anderson J 398.2 AND

**Who Likes the Snow?** By Etta Kaner J 551.5
KAN

**Snow is Falling** by Franklyn Branley J 551.57
BRA

**The Story of Snow: the Science of Winter’s Wonder**
by Mark Cassino J 551.57 CAS

**Snow** by Marion Dane Bauer J 551.578 BAU

**Under the Snow** by Melissa Stewart J 591.43 STE

**Snowy Day: Stories and Poems** by Caroline Feller Bauer J 808.8 SNO
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Picture Books

*The Secret of Snow* by Alison Inches J PB BAC

*This Place in the Snow* by Rebecca Bond J PB BON

*The Three Snow Bears* by Jan Brett J PB BRE

*The Snowman Storybook* by Raymond Briggs J PB BRI

*Snowmen At Night* by Carolyn Buehner J PB BUE

*Dream Snow* by Eric Carle J PB CAR

*Snow On Snow On Snow* by Cheryl Chapman J PB CHA

*Snow is My Favorite and My Best* by Lauren Child J PB CHI

*Snow* by Joan Clark J PB CLA

*Snow Day for Mouse* by Judy Cox J PB COX

*The Biggest, Best Snowman* by Margery Cuyler J PB CUY

*Snow Inside the House* by Sean Diviny J PB DIV

*Snowballs* by Lois Ehlert J PB EHL

*Diamond in the Snow* by Jonathan Emmett J PB EMM

*Snow Dance* by Lezlie Evans J PB EVA

*The First Day of Winter* by Denise Fleming J PB FLE

*First Snow* by Bernette G. Ford J PB FOR

*Snow Bear* by Jean Craighead George J PB GEO

*When Snow Lay Soft on the Mountain* by Patricia Hermes J PB HER

*Snow Sounds: An Onomatopoeic Story* by David A. Johnson J PB JOH

*The Snowy Day* by Ezra Jack Keats J PB KEA

*Geraldine’s Big Snow* by Holly Keller J PB KEL

*The Gift From Saint Nicholas* by Dorothea Lachner J PB LAC

*Snow Day!* by Patricia Lakin J PB LAK

*Lucille’s Snowsuit* by Kathryn Lasky J PB LAS

*The Snow Globe Family* by Jane O’Connor J PB OCO

*Birthday Blizzard* by Bonnie Pryor J PB PRY

*The Snow Day* by Komako Sakai J PB SAK

*Snow Pumpkin* by Carole Lexa Schaefer J PB SCH

*All You Need for a Snowman* by Alice Schertle J PB SCH

*The Blizzard* by Betty Ren Wright J PB WRI

Juvenile Easy

*Bitty Baby Loves the Snow* by Kirby Larson JE AME

*Snow Day* by Corinne Demas JE BLI

*Boris in the Snow* by Dick Bruna JE BRU

*Ice Cold Birthday* by Maryann Cocca-Leffler JE COC

*Andy & Sandy and the First Snow* by Tomie DePaola JE DEP

*It Is Snowing* by Kelly Doudna JE DOU

*The Snow Baby* by Margaret Hillert JE HIL

*Magic School Bus Lost in the Snow* by Joanna Cole JE MAG

*Snow* by Roy McKie JE MCK

*Bob’s Vacation* by Dana Meachen Rau JE RAU

*Tiny the Snow Dog* by Cari Meister JE MEI

*I Love Snow* by Hans Wilhelm JE WIL